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Abstract
Telehealth monitoring data is now being collected across large populations of patients with
chronic diseases such as stroke, hypertension, COPD and dementia. These large, complex and
heterogeneous datasets, including distributed sensor and mobile datasets, present real
opportunities for knowledge discovery and re-use, however they also generate new challenges
for curation. This paper uses qualitative research with stakeholders in two nationally-funded
telehealth projects to outline the perceptions, practices and preferences of different stakeholders
with regard to data curation. Telehealth provides a living laboratory for the very different
challenges implicit in designing and managing data infrastructure for embedded and ubiquitous
computing. Here, technical and human agents are distributed, and interaction and state change is
a central component of design, rather than an inconvenient challenge to it. The authors argue that
there are lessons to be learned from other domains where data infrastructure has been radically
rethought to address these challenges.
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Context
Data collected through sensors, mobile phones and telemetrically-supported
devices in the home now facilitate remote monitoring of chronic conditions such as
hypertension and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). Multi-dimensional
data, collected from multiple individuals over time, provides a unique new resource for
research, as well as for more individualized diagnosis and treatment. Dealing with data
of this complexity and scale challenges existing practice at every stage of data
management. In this rapidly evolving healthcare landscape it is not clear what the roles
and responsibilities are for curating and storing these datasets, and what resources and
incentives would be available to achieve this. In many senses, practice has outstripped
the scope of existing policy and infrastructure for governance, as well as for curation,
analysis and use. In the interim, this data is not being managed in ways which would
allow the many fragmented telehealth research studies to easily share or re-use these
resources. The cost of generating these datasets, the scale and speed with which they
are being used, and the potential value for research makes this an urgent challenge for
data curation if these resources are to provide a return on investment in future. The
paper draws on research carried out on data curation challenges in telehealth
monitoring by the authors (Irshad & Ure, 2009) as part of the Digital Curation Centre
SCARP Study project on data curation practices in different disciplines (Lyon et al.,
2010).
The telehealth projects that were the focus of the research were pilot studies
evaluating the use of home-based telemetry to measure symptoms and vital parameters
such as blood pressure (BP), blood glucose and pulse-oximetry using linked
monitoring devices (McKinstry et al., 2009). Tele-monitoring devices provide a
system for prompting patients to take their medications and record their symptoms
(aided by bluetooth connectivity to monitoring devices), with the potential for voice or
video-consultation as well. Data submitted to the system are transmitted (in most
cases) to a central call centre manned by trained support staff, who may contact the
patient or their health care providers if readings are out of range. Figure 1 gives an
example of the typical lifecycle of tele-monitoring data.

Figure 1. From home to healthcare centre - the lifecycle of telehealth data. (Image
courtesy of Dr Hilary Pinnock)
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As the figure indicates, data passes through many hands in transit from home to
healthcare centre, with many interfaces between people, processes and technologies.
The aim of the two target studies we drew upon was to evaluate the potential of telemonitoring systems at home to reduce hospital admission though early intervention in
COPD (COPD study) and hypertension (HITS study).This provided a laboratory for
strategy in implementation, but also for consideration of the issues in data collection,
management, curation and re-use that would be necessary in large scale
implementation.

Research Methods
A qualitative approach (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000; Strauss & Corbin, 1990) was
adopted with transcription and independent coding of interviews and focus groups by
two researchers, from which a set of evolving themes and sub themes was developed.
We used semi-structured interviews with the research team and other stakeholders
from the project team, including collaborating commercial organizations. We also
conducted observations in situ at project meetings, where collection and management
of the data was discussed, and ran a focus group with the team to validate and discuss
the main findings. We had full access to project documentation as well as the wider
literature in the field, which was reviewed as part of the larger case study report for the
Digital Curation Centre, upon which this paper is based.
Coding and Analysis
Transcripts were transcribed and inductively analysed as soon as possible after the
interview so that emergent themes and concepts could be incorporated into subsequent
interviews, and thus inform the direction of the research. The text of the transcripts
was then cross-matched to the themes to provide systematic and transparent evidence
of the research process. Emerging themes were reviewed and examined in relation to
existing literature and theories, and in addition compared across datasets in the full
study, the key points of which are summarised here.
Semi‐Structured Interviews
Interviews were conducted after obtaining consent to provide an in depth
exploration of the issues arising, as perceived by participants, regarding Telecare data.
A topic guide was created and emergent themes from ongoing analysis were fed back
into subsequent interviews to revise the topic guide, which explored issues such as the
roles of researchers, the issues surrounding data collection, cleaning, analysis and
storage and finally, the practical and policy dynamics of storage and curation,
including funder protocols. Specific questions were targeted towards principle
investigators and researchers, reflecting the issues they faced with tasks they
undertook.
Participant Observation
One of the researchers attended the weekly Telecare team meetings for a year and
a second researcher joined for a series of meeting during the study reported here. They
observed team dynamics to gain an understanding of the issues faced by research
teams within the context of carrying out the studies in question.
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Focus Group
We conducted a focus group as a means of validating, refining and taking forward
the issues arising from interviews and observation. Focus group participants were also
asked to collaborate in mapping the interfaces they have with other relevant groups in
the care management process to highlight less visible dependencies and affordances,
and to identify gaps, overlaps, duplications and critical interfaces.
Participant Sample
We used a snowball sampling approach to achieve maximum variation and
diversity of experiences. Our final sample included four primary investigators – three
of whom were GPs involved in a range of telehealth pilots projects, three programme
managers, three researchers, two telehealth centre call staff, two IT/data managers (one
from the participating IT service provider and one from the NHS), and one researcher
on data management from the Scottish Centre for telehealth. We also draw on the
experience of the patients, nurses and GPs in an earlier qualitative study with this team
(Ure et al., 2009a) as a secondary source of information about the factors impacting on
data quality.

The Social Life of Tele-Monitoring Data
The first section outlines the issues of collection, processing, analysis and use of
tele-monitoring data in clinical trials. This is followed by a discussion of the
challenges and the opportunities for curating such data federation that arose from
interviews with those in the field. Figure 2 provides some context for understanding
the data lifecycle in a typical tele-monitoring study.

Figure 2. An early draft protocol for decision support with COPD monitoring data.1

1

“Oximetry/P” refers to measurement of respiratory rate. “LUCS” refers to the regional out-of-hours
call out service.
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The decision-support protocol in Figure 2 is an early draft version, illustrating in
more detail the typical lifecycle of tele-monitoring data, involving multiple
transformations of data in transit from (i) digital sensors at home, through to (ii)
storage in a secure database and transformation by an algorithm prior to encryption for
transmission to a call centre, then (iii) de-encryption for selective processing using a
decision-support protocol to identify those patients requiring intervention, and (iv)
transmission to the named contact at the health centre who will initiate either a call to
provide more information, or a visit to the patient. One of the particular challenges
identified for data curation in telehealth is to account for the very distributed (and often
invisible) process of data shaping (Duguid & Brown, 2000) and data sorting (Bowker
& Star, 2000) in transit across multiple constituencies from home to health centre. We
look in the following sections at the issues which arise, and the implications for data
curation in such contexts. These staging posts provide a focus for understanding the
nature of data curation issues and strategies in tele-monitoring.
(i) Data Collection/Generation by Patients (Home)
Data from wireless peripherals depend on patients using them correctly to take
and send data on vital signs and symptoms, and on the robustness of the technology
and the telecommunication connections that transmit them. Any data curation process
must take account of the quality and context of data collection in the lifecycle, and
both interviews and observation demonstrate many sources of (often unanticipated)
bias, omission or distortion in this very distributed data flow. The so-called “social life
of data” (Duguid & Brown, 2000) is clearly in evidence here. The failing battery in a
peripheral, the re-calibration of a scanner, the difficulty of using equipment, such as
digital blood pressure cuffs, at home and the errors in data input were not evident to
the receiver. They only became evident where multiple parties came together as part of
the research process, or where the nature of anomalies were sufficiently extreme to
raise questions about the validity of the data. One of the issues that becomes evident is
the extent to which data quality is hard to monitor in a very distributed, and often
automated process, at scale. Patients in an earlier qualitative study of tele-monitoring
described at times how they were able to select which of their scores to transmit for
example, to achieve (or avoid) a particular outcome, such as hospitalisation. This was
not necessarily evident to the person at the end of the chain. Nurses with knowledge of
the particular patient and their circumstances were often essential to interpret such data
accurately. Similarly, technical factors impacting on the data were not evident to
receivers of that data. If no data is received, does this mean the patient is unable to
transmit their readings, or that the system is not transmitting properly? The role of
these “unknown unknowns” in the quality of the data (and therefore of research or
care) is substantiated in other recent white papers arising from attempts to share
HealthGrid data between centres in UK, EU and US projects. (Breton et al., 2005; Ure
et al., 2007).
From a data curation perspective, in very distributed contexts, users themselves
have a potentially valuable role as curators in ensuring both the quality and the validity
of the data, and in sanctioning the use to which it is put, including re-use for other
purposes not originally anticipated. Recent research with young people on the use of
electronic health records (EHR) highlights a wish to have the kind of flexible control
of data use that they are familiar with in other contexts such as social networking sites,
and a greater awareness of the risks associated with data sharing (Paterson & Grant,
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2010). Companies such as MyDex2 increasingly highlight the potential of user-based
information management services in cutting the cost and risk of ensuring the currency
and quality of data, better leveraging the value of that data for users and other
stakeholders, and also enhancing data governance and data use/re-use.
(ii) Transmission and Transformation (Secure Server)
After transmission to a secure server (sometimes those of a company in the first
instance) the raw data is converted into more tractable form for clinical decisionmaking. This may be based on commercially sensitive software packages used for
decision support in other applications. In the case of COPD, the algorithm was the
subject of commercial copyright and not in the public domain, making documentation
of this process difficult. In the case of the hypertension study, data was converted into
scores in the server of the German company whose mobile phone software equipment
was being used for the clinical trial, and then transferred to a secure NHS server in the
UK. In addition to the ethical, legal and commercial implications of transmitting
digital readings across multiple jurisdictions, there are difficulties in documenting
processes and transformations that are not open to inspection. In part, this reflects the
experimental nature of these pilots. However, there is clearly an inter-organisational
element to mapping the provenance and transformation of data.
Data curation in this context would require agreements with healthcare companies
participating in health research to maintain records of algorithms used, even if these
were not available for inspection at the time of use, as in the case study. Given the
speed and the cost of technical innovation in this area, there is also the issue that data
collected with one system may not be directly comparable to data collected using a
subsequent system. The cost of maintaining access to systems that are no longer
commercially viable is an, as yet, unresolved issue that impacts on the maintenance of
mobile care systems already in use, as well as on the curation of data derived from
them.
(iii) De-encryption and Decision Support (Call Centre)
Data from the secure server was encrypted for transmission to the call centre with
a patient ID to allow linkage to patient records. The call centre was then required to (a)
de-encrypt, (b) reassemble data, and (c) apply a protocol to identify those patients
whose scores require action. This might be alerting a GP or issuing a reminder to the
patient to take medication. This was done under time pressure, and the interfaces were
confusing and difficult to use at speed, leaving open the possibility of human error
according to call centre staff.
(iv) Interpretation and Validation (Health Centre)
The initial vision for tele-monitoring was based on the analysis of monitoring data
using standard benchmarks for automated (or at least non-specialist) decision-support
with regard to referrals. This vision of seamless data-sharing, like the HealthGrid
vision, was tempered by the reality of implementing the system on the ground. The
standard benchmark scores intended to guide prevention and early clinical intervention
in COPD were found, in practice, to be of limited use alone. Individual variance across
patient scores on breathlessness and blood oxygen levels reflected a range of context
and person-specific factors such as weather, co-morbidity, preferred outcomes, and
2

MyDex is a community interest company piloting this approach with Councils in two London
Boroughs.
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patients’ previous activity. This made scores a very poor guide for clinical use in
primary care, and, by the same token, for future re-use, unless complemented by the
local knowledge of the practice nurse and the patients themselves. This more
collaborative, patient-centred approach to diagnosis and treatment was complemented,
rather than led by, the data.
Arguably, many aspects of data quality and confidentiality require designing-in
local users as part of the curation of health data (Kaplan & Brennan, 2001; McGilchrist
et al., 2007). Patients are increasingly stakeholders in the management of their own
care, and in some contexts, of their own records, as in Microsoft Health Vault3.
We have looked at the implication for curation of such data, given the many
contextual issues in its generation, interpretation and use. What are researchers and
clinical trial managers views on how this might be achieved? What, if anything, is
currently done to annotate or store this kind of data in these fairly typical projects?

Barriers and Opportunities for Data Curation
According to Edwards, the American National Science Foundation has:
“exhorted their grantees to collect and preserve metadata – a
prescription that has for the same number of years been routinely
ignored or under-performed. The metadata conundrum represents
a classic mismatch of incentives: while of clear value to the larger
community, metadata offers little or nothing to those tasked with
producing it, and may prove costly and time-consuming to boot.”
(Edwards et al., 2008)
We interviewed the team who collectively ran and managed these two studies,
with a particular focus on what was currently done, what they felt could or should be
done in future, and what the barrier and opportunities might be.
Lack of Incentives/Lack of Resources
While most interviewees felt data curation provided value, they reiterated that this
would be additional work for a short term project, as most research projects are,
without any benefit for those carrying out the work, requiring additional resources and
training which were not currently included in the budget. The data collected was not
currently annotated in detail, except insofar as required by the funders, the demands of
the clinical trials infrastructure which many telehealth trials use (see Figure 3), and the
documentation required by the IRAS4 infrastructure (n.d) to document ethical and legal
consent in clinical trials. This additional work was widely regarded as unlikely to be
done without incentives to do so, and without additional resource and training. This is
echoed in the literature (Faundeen & Oleson, 2007).

3

Microsoft Health Vault: http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/healthvault/track-manage/chroniccondition.aspx.
4
IRAS Integrated Research Application System: https://www.myresearchproject.org.uk/SignIn.aspx.
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Extending Current Process Infrastructure
Project Investigators agreed that an extension of these familiar procedures would
help incorporate data curation into existing practice.

Figure 3. Building on the clinical trials infrastructure5.
Gallagher et al. (2009) also suggest (as did some of our interviewees) that
“provisions for archiving should be built in at the proposal stage and consent should be
designed around these provisions,” where such archiving was not intrinsically
unethical.
A number felt the IRAS framework for managing ethical and other permissions
could be usefully expanded to meet aspects of data management and governance at this
stage. It is worth repeating in this regard that ethical and legal consent for use of trial
data in the case study was sought only for the purposes of the clinical trial, and
although some of this data can be re-used in anonymised form, consideration of the
necessary permissions for re-use is something that could be flagged in IRAS as an
issue for longer term curation prior to trial approval. Given that meaningful re-use may
require access to patient records, and that consent is typically given for short term
access for a specific purpose, by a specific group, this is a complicating factor.
Providing Incentives and Procedures from Funding Bodies
As Edwards et al. (2008) points out in an overview of infrastructure development
in the US for the American National Science Foundation, incentives for curation are
currently lacking, and this was clearly evident from the comments of our interviewees,
who pointed to the difficulty of working to tight schedules, with limited budgets, and a
range of unpredictable issues to address. In such a context, data curation implied a
significant resources for which no budget was available, and for which expertise was
seen as lacking. Compliance with requirements for providing metadata is typically
reported as poor not only because of poor incentivisation, but also because systems are
not always user-friendly, and healthcare staff need to be trained to be competent and
comfortable using new systems (Whitten, 2006). Making these accessible and userfriendly is one strategy for mitigating this. Although recommendations from funders
5

Image taken from the Clinical Trials Toolkit: http://www.cttoolkit.ac.uk/route_maps/map_landing.cfm?cit_id=248.
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have been very general to date, there are now moves to develop more formal
procedures, such as those embodied in the Data Discovery Gateway proposed in the
Data Support Service project for re-use of data from projects funded by the Medical
Research Council (MRC) to provide a user-friendly mechanism to define and publish
the content of clinical research datasets, with online guidance on recognised standards
and good practice in preserving and sharing data. It will also enable researchers to
discover relevant MRC population-based datasets via a Web-based gateway to a
catalogue. It is not a central repository of MRC-funded datasets however, and each
research organisation will still remain responsible for the quality and security of its
data and for decisions about collaboration and access. However, it will provide a
vehicle for addressing some of the vexed questions raised by GPs and researchers
about publication rights, where data from one study is re-used in other publications.
Incentives/Disincentives from Publishers
Journal publishers provide incentives to researchers in the requirements they make
for submissions. Making data from studies available for secondary analysis and
publication is one that could be instituted. For clinicians publishing results however,
there was a concern that hard-earned data might simply then be open to re-use by
others with little effort, acting as a disincentive. One interviewee suggested that this
might be acceptable to her if the process required joint working by the authors of the
different study to produce jointly authored papers. Gallagher et al. (2009) also suggest
partial sharing of data and collaboration with original authors as a basis for better
understanding of the data and to support future collaborations. This not unlike the
approach adopted in some large commercial organizations such as BP, where expertise
in increasingly shared through links to expert individuals, together with the data, as a
more effective means of knowledge transfer where some information may be sensitive
or may require a more in depth. Arguably, engagement between the research groups
could facilitate a better understanding of the context of the data collection process, or
the target group, given the evidence that knowledge of context, purpose and patient
group is an important factor in data interpretation and re-use.
Data Access, Ownership, Management and Use
From the perspective of interviewees, the issue of re-use raised a number of grey
areas, such as ownership and re-use of data, both in terms of who benefits from this
and in terms of the risks associated with inappropriate re-use of data (access to patient
records is often required to re-use the outcomes of clinical trials, for example). It is
possible, however, to re-use the outcomes of the analysis of that data, or to have that
data without identifiers, to minimize the likelihood that combination with other
datasets will allow identification. There is a tension however, in that data linkage
sufficient to allow for knowledge discovery in relation to disease also increases the
possibility of knowledge discovery about patient identities. This tension is evident
from exchanges in the British Medical Journal regarding the requirement for access to
publicly funded research (Groves, 2009) where it is not clear that patient consent for
use of their data in a clinical trial can then be re-used for some “unknown” future
purpose (Greenhalgh, 2009).
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The difficulties associated with reuse of health data, eHealth data and Telehealth
reflect an inherent tension between (a) the need to have sufficient detail of the context
to correctly interpret and use it, and (b) the need to limit contextual detail that could
identify patients. Current approaches, including “role-based access” and controls of
data linkage, are widely used but have some limitations (McGilchrist et al., 2007), with
a range of approaches appearing to provide more localized and adaptive control by
“pushing” data on request from a local database; or alternatively allowing users
themselves to manage access to their data more adaptively, as happens in social
network media such as Facebook, in personal data vaults such as Google HealthVault,
and in local service provision that uses personal information management software.
From the perspective of older patients with chronic conditions interviewed in an
earlier tele-monitoring study on precisely this issue, few had concerns about access to,
and re-use of the monitoring data. On the contrary, their concerns were rather that
changes in their condition might go unnoticed and prompt an avoidable crisis (Ure et
al., in press; Shipman et al., 2009). However, there is evidence that younger patients,
more familiar with sharing digital data using different tools, are more aware of risks,
more concerned about them, and prefer more flexible control of this, along the lines
evident in social networking sites (Paterson & Grant, 2010).
The management of patient data for research, and for curation and re-use in the
longer term, is being re-defined on an ongoing basis as new digital territories are
created where data can be shared, linked and re-used. In telehealth in particular,
practice has long outstripped existing governance infrastructure. The Wellcome Trust
co-sponsored a recent report on Critical Issues for Electronic Health Records by
Pagliari et al. (2007), and the findings, together with those of the interviews and other
research in this field, suggest that the need for iterative community engagement is
central to rethinking roles and rights in the digital health economy. Seidel (2009) in the
context of cyber-infrastructure in the US, outlines this as a “very political process of
allocating the cost, risks or opportunities afforded by access to or ownership of data
that allows for knowledge discovery.”
The use of user-managed access is a growing response to these challenges in the
context of health and government services for users (Maler, 2009). It provides one
solution to the unfolding complexities of data governance and confidentiality (Allan &
Perkins, 2009; Bagdanovic et al., 2009) in a complex, volatile and unpredictable digital
landscape. Involvement of users in managing their own data is increasingly being seen
to have cost and quality benefits, since users can curate their own data, and avoid the
cost and duplication of operating on the basis of multiple databases with contact and
content details in silos that do not correspond. User-managed access is now being
adopted in commercial service developments with the general public, where cost, data
quality and legal governance are at the greatest premium. Community interest
companies such as MyDex6 provide accessible case studies of this (using the term
personal information management systems) in the public service sector, but which
have clear applications for health services.

6

MyDex: http://www.mydex.org.
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The Challenge of Mobility
Mobile data was seen as exemplifying the complex security challenges of
managing telehealth data in the scale, complexity and unpredictability of the problems
that can arise, and the number of participants from temporary arrangements with
commercial and academic organisations. In the case of the hypertension study, data
crosses various jurisdictions where ownership and intellectual property, as well as
access, are not clearly defined in law. In the hypertension study, the server for the
commercial system being used for mobile monitoring is in Europe, and monitoring
data is transmitted to a secure NHS server in the UK (in anonymised and encrypted
form). In an ill-defined legal context, where agreements between stakeholders are
short-lived, there is arguably a need for adaptive approaches that give users some
representation in the ongoing process of managing access to their data.
This raises the question of how, where and when this can be integrated into the
process of research, re-use and publication. Contractual obligations between
organisations are harder where there are multiple changing commercial dependencies.
These may not always be transparent, and legal and political frameworks do not
respond rapidly to change. The potential of mobile systems to confer agency on
individual users may provide some of the solutions here. Advances in software design
in managing multiple distributed mobile users at scale suggests that alternatives are not
only possible, but may have advantages in the potential to better leverage the local
knowledge and agency of users themselves in providing information, or acting locally
to improve it (Milner, 2009; Jami & Shaikh, 2008; Reddy et al., 2009; Latfi et al.,
2007; De Toledo et al., 2006; Dabiri et al., 2003).
Creating Community Infrastructure: Reconfiguring Digital Territories
The Data Curation Centre was viewed by two interviewees as a possible shared
space to facilitate a representative process if incentives were provided by either
funding bodies, or other academic or clinical stakeholders. The need for a forum, a
facilitator and financial or other incentives is seen as an emerging priority in the
strategic planning of patient groups and US healthcare policy strategy (US-ONC,
2008). Patient groups and commercial companies, on the other hand, have already
begun to demonstrate that with the advent of Microsoft HealthVault and similar
infrastructure, that this may follow the pattern of distributed business systems, where
the diversity of local knowledge and the agency of users is harnessed to mutual
advantage in ways that top-down initiatives have failed to do.
Barriers and Opportunities to Engagement?
While the potential value was evident to users, an articulated vision of data
integration and re-use for telehealth was not clearly articulated. From an individual
perspective, one of the barriers to engagement with the issues – before incentives or
procedures – was the opacity of the terminology within the digital curation
community, and all of them commented on this. Opportunities for addressing common
problems may be missed without the kind of brokerage that bridges cultural and
semantic differences. The SCARP studies7 mentioned earlier highlighted the need for
more direct bridges between professional communities. The need for shared language
and shared spaces for exchange were evident in all the discussions. Interviewees felt
that an organization such as the DCC could take a role in providing a shared space for
7

SCARP Project: http://www.dcc.ac.uk/projects/scarp.
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this kind of inter-organisational discussion and brokerage with stakeholders, as the UK
eScience Centre did in the context of data integration in HealthGrids.
From an inter-organisational organizational perspective, it seemed likely to
interviewees that the clinical trials arm of this could extend existing procedures. Given
the established national procedures for clinical trials, where data preservation and reuse is increasingly expected as part of the research, most interviewees felt this could be
integrated and incentivised through the extension of existing infrastructure, such as the
IRAS database. More internationally, this could also build on the work of EU-wide
clinical trials initiatives, such as the ECRIN project8, and possibly the European
Advanced Infrastructures in Translational Medicine or EATRIS project9. HealthGrid
and Biobanking communities have something to contribute here in their experience of
managing the representation of data across sites, scales and over time. Previous road
mapping workshops in this context highlighted very typical problems and useful
strategies for addressing them, including (a) collaborative metadata and ontology
development consortia sharing tools, content and standards (UK eScience Centre,
2006), (b) road mapping opportunities to build on core measures of symptoms (Breton
et al., 2005) and (c) use of early prototypes and pilots as a vehicle for generating
engagement and exploring data quality. There is scope for re-use rather than reinvention here also if opportunities are provided for this to happen.
Emerging Strategies in Other Contexts
This paper drew on issues raised in the literature, such as the Data Curation
Lifecycle Model (Higgins, 2007) and reports by HEFCE (2007), JISC (2007), OECD
(2007), RIN (2007), EC (2007), Green et al., (2008), Martinez-Uribe, (2008), Beagrie
(2007), Lavoie (2004), Lyon (2010, 2007), and the Interim Report of the Blue Ribbon
Task Force (2008). It also considered research and development in other contexts
where similar challenges arise in the eScience community (Edwards et al., 2008), the
eHealth community (Breton, 2005; Ure et al., 2007) and the digital economy (Sawhney
& Parikh, 2001; Tapscott et al., 2006).
Perhaps the biggest laboratory of strategy in this regard will be in the rapid
development of national telemedicine networks in the developing world, where mobile
telehealth networks are increasingly the norm, often using Open Source software. This
is currently generating a whole ecosystem of models of moderated use and re-use that
is arguably under-represented in the literature, given the novelty and speed of
adoption, yet which represents mobile patient and community data management on a
vast scale. The Harvard-based Sanamobile10 project providing Open Source software
on a mobile phone for use in remote and rural areas in the developing world provides a
good example of how this is being used.

8

ECRIN: http://www.ecrin.org.
EATRIS: http://www.eatris.eu/Partners.aspx.
10
Sanamobile: www.sanamobile.org.
9
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Conclusion
Telehealth as a Laboratory for Strategy
As telehealth pilots now move into service development nationally, decisions will
have to be made about the roles and rights of users and other stakeholders in this
radical reconfiguration of the healthcare landscape. Much of the challenge for curation
now derives from the need for organisations such as the DCC to provide opportunities
and incentives for these communities to engage in the process of renegotiating roles,
and rights of access in the context of use and re-use on which data curation will
depend. Some of this can be incorporated into the existing infrastructure that supports
applications for funding, for ethics, for clinical trials management, and as part of
publication agreements in reputable journals. However, for many aspects of curation,
particularly in relation to data quality and data re-use, the current approach is
constrained by a lack of resources and incentives. This undermines the huge
investment in generating tele-monitoring data as a unique new research data resource
for machine learning to model trends and individualise treatment.
The DCC vision statement states that: “the scientific community has data
characterised by structure, volatility and scale. Mobile tele-monitoring data offers a
view of the kinds of data curation issues raised by highly dynamic and distributed
systems in practice. These arguably require us to extend our notions of curation.”11 .
The current constraints on cost, combined with the scale and complexity of mobile
tele-monitoring data, have provided a catalyst for re-thinking current curational
frameworks, and the potential of patients as co-producers of quality (Kaplan &
Brennan, 2001; Kaplan & Litewka, 2008; Allan & Perkins, 2009; Paterson & Grant,
2010), as patients increasingly have access to software to manage their own records.
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